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The Committee Manager
Legislative Assembly, Environment and Planning Committee
Parliament House, Spring Street
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002

Email: ClimateChangeInquiry@parliament.vic.gov.au

Dear Sir/ Madam,
INQUIRY INTO TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE IN VICTORIAN COMMUNITIES
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the Inquiry into Tackling Climate Change in Victorian
Communities.
Please find attached the submission from the Victorian Marine and Coastal Council (VMaCC).
Members of VMaCC are available to appear before the Committee if required.

Yours sincerely

Anthony Boxshall PhD, GAICD, BSc
Chair, Victorian Marine and Coastal Council

www.marineandcoastalcouncil.vic.gov.au.gov.au

PO Box 500 EAST MELBOURNE VIC 8002
Tel: (03)9637 8893 / 0400 906 653
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Victorian Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning Committee
Inquiry into Tackling Climate Change in Victorian Communities
Submission from the Victorian Marine and Coastal Council
The Victorian Marine and Coastal Council
The Victorian Marine and Coastal Council (VMaCC) is established under the Marine and Coastal Act
2018 (Vic) as the state’s peak advisory body for coastal and marine issues; providing independent advice to
the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change.i VMaCC provides evidence-based and
stakeholder-informed advice to enable leadership in the adaptive planning and management of
Victoria’s marine waters and coastal areas. VMaCC’s aim is to help achieve resilient marine and
coastal environments and communities.ii
VMaCC has attended community consultations, conducted executive briefings on climate change
and established a science panel to assist our considerations of the Marine and Coastal Policy, and
Strategy, as they are developed. VMaCC is informed by consultations with regional local
governments and communities to understand the marine and coastal issues faced in different
locations and the varying ways in which local governments respond. Our understanding of the values
Victorian communities place on the marine and coastal environment, and the perceived threats to
those values, is also informed by research. A current VMaCC focus is research into the coastal and
marine impacts of climate change on the Victorian economy.
Climate change and Victorian coastal communities
Climate change is already having a profound impact on coastal and marine environments and
communities across Victoria and other Australian States and Territories. There is scientific evidence
of warming marine waters, increases in mean sea-level, increasing acidity of seawater, increased
offshore wave heights, increased frequency of storm surges and decreased freshwater runoff iii.
Currently the consequences are significant shifts in the make-up of marine flora and fauna, increased
erosion on many parts of the Victorian coast, increased risks to coastal infrastructure, increased
frequency of inundation events in coastal regions and the potential for changes in the salinity of
coastal groundwater resources. Mean sea level, water temperature and acidity and storm
frequencies are all predicted to increase over the next 50 yearsiv. This will result in further change to
marine and coastal environments with major challenges for industry and communities in Victoria.
It is important to note that many of these impacts are locked into the system and will occur even
within the context of the international effort to deliver on the Paris Agreement.
Environmental change caused by climate change is evident within the Victorian marine and coastal
environment. The environmental change is having a subsequent effect on Victorian communities. A
small number of these examples include: the erosion which threatens roads at Cape Bridgewater
(Portland), Marengo (the Great Ocean Road) and Inverloch (Cape Patterson Road); the erosion
affecting beach use at Portsea, Inverloch and Mt Martha; the rock walls in need of maintenance at
Dutton’s Way, Portland and Port Fairy; the unstable coastal cliffs at Portland; and the threat to
infrastructure such as the Surf Life Saving Club buildings at Inverloch and Seaspray.
It is also imperative to recognise that these increasing pressures on the marine and coastal
environment will directly impact on Traditional Owners and their Land and Sea County. VMaCC
acknowledges their desire and right to be involved in strategic direction and decision-making.
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Community concerns we have seen and heard
The concerns raised by communities (from individuals through to local government), as heard by
VMaCC include (but are not limited to):
• That communities, particularly regional towns and cities do not have the financial resources
to adapt to these challenges on their own. To address this, it has been commented that
State Government must allocate appropriately significant resources (financial and other) to
support the adaptation efforts of local government and communities.
• That a required transitionv of the ‘traditional’ understanding of the narrow coastal band to a
breadth that incorporates the consideration of interactions and impacts from the marine
environment through to the hinterland is causing concern about the best way forward to
achieve the status quo management of crown land. Further, the forthcoming Marine and
Coastal Policy, including the policy elements that address climate change impacts, may have
significant implications for strategic and statutory decision-making under other Victorian
legislation, for example, the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic). This may also pose
challenges for the use and development of public and private land.
• That local governments have varying levels of will and capacity to respond and are seeking
strong state government leadership in this area. This is associated with concern that
fragmented approaches will increase the risk of inconsistent decision making and potentially
cause division within and between communities.
• Further to the concerns raised by local governments, there is a perception of uncertainty
about roles and responsibilities of agencies, non-government actors and industries, causing
unease within the non-government communities and individuals.
• Overwhelmingly we hear that local government want and need State and Federal
Governments to set a clear direction for how climate change in a coastal setting is to be
dealt with, to maintain and refine that direction over time, and to assist them to work in
partnership with coastal communities as those responses are developed.
From the scientific evidence and views formed through consultation, research and community
linkages, VMaCC finds great variation in levels of:
• Understanding and acceptance of the issues to be faced and the need to respond. This
variation occurs across sectors, as well as between individuals, corporations and
organisations within government.
• The capacity and willingness of communities to respond, and the timeframes within which
this might occur.

Suggestions for the way forward
1. Actions being taken by community members and organisations to mitigate the severity of
climate change, including actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
VMaCC acknowledges the efforts of communities (including individuals, corporations, NGOs, local
government) to mitigate the severity of climate change through the increasing use of renewable
energy and the aims to achieve carbon neutral operations. Environmental programmes aimed at the
protection and restoration of our natural environment are also acknowledged as important for
improving environmental resilience (and therefore community resilience) to the detrimental impacts
of climate change.
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2. Actions by community members and organisations to adapt to the current and future impacts
of climate change.
Actions taken by community groups range in scale, but are often local, relying on volunteer efforts.
The actions vary broadly and can include informal beach protection works, or organised Coastcare
actions (for example beach monitoring by the Port Fairy Action Group).
Some of these groups have commissioned and participated in scientific studies to develop a detailed
understanding of the changes occurring along their local shorelines. A specific example of a
commissioned study is that of the South Gippsland Conservation Society. This Society has examined
the causes of significant beach and dune system erosion in Inverlochvi. The project assessed the level
of erosion on the Inverloch surf beach and of accretion of sand at Anderson’s Inlet, the
geomorphological, ecological and cultural heritage and economic values under threat, assessed the
wet sand fencing trial and proposed further scientific investigations. However, the question remains
about the next steps in respect of this information, funding to act on the outcomes and engaging the
local community in the collaborative development of adaptation pathways.
VMaCC considers that it is essential that there be an ongoing emphasis and additional development
of local and State Government support for community initiatives. While frameworks and consistency
must be state-wide, most adaptation action will need to be developed and delivered locally. We
note that the number of possible coastal adaptation responses are quite narrow and a some will
require years of effort to design and implement if they are to bring communities along with them.
3. Ways in which the Government can best support communities in their efforts.
This can be achieved through continual improvement of the provision of resource support to
communities through:
- Knowledge access (i.e. access to best available data; for example, through local scale coastal
hazard assessments);
- Encouragement to establish innovative funding pathways dedicated to climate change
adaptation (e.g. public – private co-investment, or market-led tools like climate bonds);
- A best-practice and collaborative approach to the application of science and policy to decisionmaking for climate change adaptation (e.g. by sharing information at sponsored annual
community-based conferences); and
- Integrated planning for future changes that address site-specific and regional challenges and
embed community values, knowledge and aspirations via collaborative approaches.
- Victoria can use marine and coastal areas to mitigate the severity of climate change through
blue carbon initiatives that seek to maintain the carbon sink capacities of marine and coastal
wetlands. This is possible due to the fact that mangrove and seagrass habitats can store more
than an order of magnitude of carbon per unit area than terrestrial forests.
4. Implementation of interstate and overseas best-practice models could be implemented in
Victoria
Improving government support for communities should focus on best-practice models from
interstate and overseas that:
- Provide for local, regional and national access to scientific research about the actual and
predicted effects of climate change. The work previously undertaken by NCCARFvii (National
Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility) should be expanded to ensure that this type of
information and support is continually available within both the Victorian and national context.
- Establishes a state-wide centre (i.e. Climate Change Services) funded to provide knowledge and
support to all levels of community (including individuals, corporations, and NGOs) to adapt to
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climate change. An example of this is the European Union Copernicus Climate Change Service
(C3S)viii;
Facilitate the provision of knowledge and funding to support local governments to respond to
coastal hazards and enable pathways to climate change adaptation. An example of this is the
Townsville CHAS (Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy)ix which is one of the local outcomes in the
QCoast2100 program in QLDx;
Encourage coastal and marine based industries and businesses to reduce the environmental
impacts of their operations. An example of this can be found in the implementation of Eco/
Green Ports Programmes (e.g. NSWxi and Europexii).

If required to provide detailed information on points made in this written submission, members of
VMaCC are available to appear before the Victorian Legislative Assembly Environment and Planning
Committee.

Dr Anthony Boxshall
Chair, Victorian Marine and Coastal Council
On behalf of the Council
26 August 2019

i

The functions of the Council are set out in section 16 (1) of the Marine and Coastal Act 2018 (Vic).
A key objective of the Marine and Coastal Act 2018 (Vic) is to ‘to promote the resilience of marine and coastal
ecosystems, communities and assets to climate change’; see Section 7(b).
iii
Climate-ready Victoria: Victoria. November 2015 The State of Victoria Department of Environment, Land,
Water & Planning 2015 ISBN 978-1-74146-888-5 (pdf) and
Victoria’s Coasts: preparing for the future – report by the Victorian Coastal Council 2017 (ISBN 978-1-76077078-5 (pdf/online/MS word) accessed via
https://www.marineandcoasts.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0031/405886/VCC_Science_Panel_Report_2
018_Summary_8pp_WEB.pdf
iv
By 2030 the projected sea level rise for studied coastal locations is 0.08 to 0.20 m above the 1986–2005 level.
By 2070, sea level is projected to rise 0.20 to 0.48 m at studied coastal locations under lower emissions and
0.25 to 0.59 m under high emissions. However, depending how much the Antarctic ice sheet melts, these
levels may be higher. Height of extreme sea level events will also increase. The ocean will get warmer and
more acidic. Sea surface temperature is projected to increase in the range of 1.1 to 2.5°C by 2070 under high
emissions (ibid iii).
v
Section 5, Marine and Coastal Act 2018 (Vic) compared to the previous local government focused application
of the Coastal Management Act 1995 (Vic).
vi
South Gippsland Conservation Society, Inverloch Coastal Resilience Project (2019),
http://www.sgcs.org.au/icrp.php
vii
Coast Adapt 2016, Planning approaches and instruments for adaptation. Information Manual 5
http://www.coastadapt.com.au
viii
Copernicus Climate Change Service, https://climate.copernicus.eu/
ix
Townsville Coastal Hazard Adaptation Strategy. Climate Change Adaptation Good Practice - Case Study. D.
Rissik and N. Reis from the National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility.
x
http://www.qcoast2100.com.au/ QCoasts2100 Councils leading coastal adaptation
xi
NSWPorts, Environment and Sustainability, https://www.nswports.com.au/community-and-environmenthub/environment-and-sustainability/
xii
EcoPorts, https://www.ecoports.com/about
ii
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